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About the presenterAbout the presenter

•• Software EngineerSoftware Engineer - Java, Linux, Open Source - Java, Linux, Open Source

•• Senior Consultant, Team Lead at Senior Consultant, Team Lead at CGICGI since 2008 since 2008

•• 20+ years hands-on20+ years hands-on software development software development

•• Studied mathematics, linguistics, teachingStudied mathematics, linguistics, teaching

•• German, in Canada since 2006German, in Canada since 2006

•• http://oliver.doepner.net/http://oliver.doepner.net/      

http://oliver.doepner.net/


About the presentationAbout the presentation
ThemeTheme: Interaction between : Interaction between knowledge sharing, knowledge sharing, 
networking and professional developmentnetworking and professional development

BlogBlog: : http://odoepner.wordpress.com/http://odoepner.wordpress.com/  
“My nuggets of wisdom about coding and tweaking software”“My nuggets of wisdom about coding and tweaking software”

➔➔ I explain I explain whywhy I run a public blog I run a public blog
➔➔ I show I show howhow I do it  I do it 
➔➔ Then let's discuss (Q&A at the end)Then let's discuss (Q&A at the end)

This is This is notnot about about
••   Tweaking visual appearanceTweaking visual appearance
••   Comparison of blogging platformsComparison of blogging platforms
••   Business models around bloggingBusiness models around blogging
••   The content details of my postsThe content details of my posts

http://odoepner.wordpress.com/


AgendaAgenda

The beauty of public note-takingThe beauty of public note-taking

•• Blog setup, write a simple blog postBlog setup, write a simple blog post
•• Use categories and tags effectivelyUse categories and tags effectively
•• Publish source codePublish source code

Connect globallyConnect globally

•• One-click Publicize to social networksOne-click Publicize to social networks
•• Be easy to find without SEO tricksBe easy to find without SEO tricks
•• Encourage followers and feedbackEncourage followers and feedback

Show and grow skillsShow and grow skills

•• Blog content selection and qualityBlog content selection and quality
•• Sharing beyond bloggingSharing beyond blogging
•• Cross-browser testingCross-browser testing



The beauty of public note-takingThe beauty of public note-taking

We take notesWe take notes to  to rememberremember and  and reflectreflect, , butbut
•• Paper and local files have limited functionalityPaper and local files have limited functionality
•• Emails to self are hard to share and organizeEmails to self are hard to share and organize
•• Cloud document services are not for quick notesCloud document services are not for quick notes
•• Corporate blogging portals are for employees onlyCorporate blogging portals are for employees only

Public blogsPublic blogs

•• are easy to share, discover and navigateare easy to share, discover and navigate
•• can be organized by date or topic areascan be organized by date or topic areas
•• can use free yet powerful blogging platfomscan use free yet powerful blogging platfoms
•• require almost no web design or coding skillsrequire almost no web design or coding skills

Use just a web browser to write down and find Use just a web browser to write down and find 
your “nuggets of wisdom” anytime, anywhere!your “nuggets of wisdom” anytime, anywhere!



Blog setup, write a simple blog postBlog setup, write a simple blog post
•• We go to We go to http://signup.wordpress.com/signup/http://signup.wordpress.com/signup/
•• All we need is an email addressAll we need is an email address
•• Choose WordPress.com Choose WordPress.com BeginnerBeginner
•• Choose a themeChoose a theme
•• Create the first postCreate the first post

Editing modesEditing modes

•• “Visual” editor requires no HTML knowledge“Visual” editor requires no HTML knowledge
•• “Text” editor allows full control on the HTML level“Text” editor allows full control on the HTML level
•• Optionally enable Markdown Optionally enable Markdown 

Pasting rich textPasting rich text

•• Can lead to unexpected effectsCan lead to unexpected effects
•• Useful button: “Clear formatting” Useful button: “Clear formatting” 
•• Review the cleaned up code in “Text” tabReview the cleaned up code in “Text” tab

http://signup.wordpress.com/signup/




Use categories and tags effectivelyUse categories and tags effectively

Categories for main topics of the blogCategories for main topics of the blog

•• Limited number of categories Limited number of categories 
•• Just one sub-category levelJust one sub-category level
•• Add new categories sparinglyAdd new categories sparingly

Navigation by categoryNavigation by category

•• category cloudcategory cloud
•• navigation menunavigation menu

Use Use tagstags for additional ad-hoc keywords for additional ad-hoc keywords

URL patternsURL patterns

•• http://myblog.wordpress.com/http://myblog.wordpress.com/    categorycategory    /mycategory//mycategory/    
•• http://myblog.wordpress.com/http://myblog.wordpress.com/    tagtag    /mytag//mytag/    

http://myblog.wordpress.com/tag/mytag/
http://myblog.wordpress.com/tag/mytag/
http://myblog.wordpress.com/tag/mytag/
http://myblog.wordpress.com/category/mycategory/
http://myblog.wordpress.com/category/mycategory/
http://myblog.wordpress.com/category/mycategory/




Connect globallyConnect globally
Example: Total views by country since Feb 2012Example: Total views by country since Feb 2012

People from across the globe will find your posts ...People from across the globe will find your posts ...



One-click Publicize to social networksOne-click Publicize to social networks

•• Connect your social network accounts: Connect your social network accounts: Facebook, Facebook, 
Google+, Twitter, Tumblr, LinkedIn, ...Google+, Twitter, Tumblr, LinkedIn, ...

•• By default you publicize to all your networksBy default you publicize to all your networks

•• Can be fine-tuned per post at publish timeCan be fine-tuned per post at publish time

•• Shares lead-in of post and links back to your blog Shares lead-in of post and links back to your blog 

➔➔ Drives traffic to your blogDrives traffic to your blog

➔➔ You control your postsYou control your posts

➔➔ You appear active onYou appear active on  
many social sites at oncemany social sites at once





Be easy to find without SEO tricksBe easy to find without SEO tricks

•• Wordpress is search-friendly out of the box, no Wordpress is search-friendly out of the box, no 
need for SEO plugins or other tricksneed for SEO plugins or other tricks

•• Use meaningful and preciseUse meaningful and precise  
titles and “titles and “slugsslugs””

•• Use factual and specificUse factual and specific  
language, double-checklanguage, double-check  
terminology, link to sourcesterminology, link to sources

•• Post links to your blog on other sites where Post links to your blog on other sites where 
appropriate, including sharing sites at workappropriate, including sharing sites at work

•• Google for links to your posts, give feedbackGoogle for links to your posts, give feedback

•• Choose relevant topics and try to be usefulChoose relevant topics and try to be useful

http://en.blog.wordpress.com/2013/03/22/seo-on-wordpress-com/http://en.blog.wordpress.com/2013/03/22/seo-on-wordpress-com/  

http://en.blog.wordpress.com/2013/03/22/seo-on-wordpress-com/


Publish embedded source codePublish embedded source code
Use simple markers to embed source code with Use simple markers to embed source code with 
syntax highlighting, preserved formatting, line syntax highlighting, preserved formatting, line 
numbers, etc :numbers, etc :

[code language="java"][code language="java"]
 ... ...
[/code][/code]

Example:Example:

Supported languages include xml, css, html, java, c#,Supported languages include xml, css, html, java, c#,  
perl, bash, and many othersperl, bash, and many others

Not for large amounts of code (use a repo instead)Not for large amounts of code (use a repo instead)



Encourage followers and feedbackEncourage followers and feedback
•• Enable comments, approve users onceEnable comments, approve users once
•• Approve and reply to comments quicklyApprove and reply to comments quickly
•• Be responsive when users ask for helpBe responsive when users ask for help
•• Correct errors reported by commentersCorrect errors reported by commenters

•• Use the “subscribe to blog” widgetUse the “subscribe to blog” widget
•• Provide RSS feed linkProvide RSS feed link
•• Enable all available ”Share” buttonsEnable all available ”Share” buttons



Show and grow skillsShow and grow skills

 Blogging can show off  Blogging can show off andand grow your skills grow your skills

•• Fact-checks before publish often give new insights Fact-checks before publish often give new insights 
•• Linking to related sites and sources adds contextLinking to related sites and sources adds context
•• Hopefully readers review, try and give feedbackHopefully readers review, try and give feedback

Publicizing to networks like LinkedIn Publicizing to networks like LinkedIn 

•• documents your activities and skills to professionaldocuments your activities and skills to professional  
peers and potential employerspeers and potential employers

•• motivates you to produce high quality contentmotivates you to produce high quality content

Using your blog as referenceable knowledgeUsing your blog as referenceable knowledge

•• is a good indicator of its usefulnessis a good indicator of its usefulness
•• might force you to update and correct past postsmight force you to update and correct past posts

Maintain pride in your blog and it will grow with you!Maintain pride in your blog and it will grow with you!



Blog content selection and qualityBlog content selection and quality

Topic selectionTopic selection
•• It has to interest you and ideally othersIt has to interest you and ideally others
•• Focus on what you know well, avoid rehashingFocus on what you know well, avoid rehashing
•• Keep your blog site focused on few subject areasKeep your blog site focused on few subject areas

How-to styleHow-to style
•• “this is how I did it”, very concise, result-oriented“this is how I did it”, very concise, result-oriented
•• details like code snippets are importantdetails like code snippets are important
•• assume basic knowledge, focus on hard partsassume basic knowledge, focus on hard parts
•• include screenshots or even screencastsinclude screenshots or even screencasts

Opinion piecesOpinion pieces  
•• clearly indicate what is opinion (not fact)clearly indicate what is opinion (not fact)

•• elaborate, explain, but avoid overly wordy essay styleelaborate, explain, but avoid overly wordy essay style



Sharing beyond bloggingSharing beyond blogging
Some types of content are best shared on specializedSome types of content are best shared on specialized  
community sites and then linked to, for examplecommunity sites and then linked to, for example

➔➔ GithubGithub for openly developed software projects for openly developed software projects

➔➔ WikipediaWikipedia for encyclopedic reference knowledge for encyclopedic reference knowledge

➔➔ StackoverflowStackoverflow for coding questions/answers for coding questions/answers

➔➔ CommandlinefuCommandlinefu for one-liner shell commands for one-liner shell commands

➔➔ JsFiddleJsFiddle for live html / css / js examples for live html / css / js examples

➔➔ FlickrFlickr or  or PhotoBucketPhotoBucket for online photo albums for online photo albums

➔➔ YoutubeYoutube for videos or screencasts for videos or screencasts

➔➔ BuildhiveBuildhive for automatic builds of Github projects for automatic builds of Github projects

➔➔ OpenshiftOpenshift for cloud application deployment for cloud application deployment

Most of these are free and community based. Most of these are free and community based. 



Questions / Comments ?Questions / Comments ?
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